
300 watts - Mobile/Base
Bilateral

The all new Hy-Gain Model 600 exhibits sev-
eral advancements in linear design. The 600
is the first linear for the Business Radio fre-
quency spectrum to utilize grid driven,
neutralized and stabilized circuitry. The elec-
tronic design permits positive control over
tube destruction during tune-up, and a drive
control provides correct levels during typical
operation. Ultra-linearity, spurious reduction
and mechanical design make the Hy-Gain 600
the easiest to install, cleanest and most effi-
cient operating linear on the market. Tune-up
procedure, installation, and maintenance are
all made easy by the RF-Deck type construc-
tion. Separate power supply for mobile and
base operation with one RF-Deck makes dual
service feasible from both an operational and
cost standpoint.
An output meter provides instant visual proof
of operation, showing power and correct
modulation characteristics.
A built-in selectable solid state (IC) broad band receiver preamplifier provides up to 20 db gain
across the frequency spectrum. Also selectable delay for the automatic keying is furnished, if the
amplifier is used in amateur 10 meter SSB service. The delay is controllable for AM/CW/FM oper-
ation to fast attack-slow release for SSB/DSB.
The Hy-Gain Model 600 utilizes plug-in sealed relays for all RF and control circuitry. l,t also has a
permanent low pass filter in the output linear to reduce spurious and harmonic radiation. The low
pass filter is in the line at all times, even when the linear is off. Solid State components and printed
circuitry provide incomparable reliability.

The Hy-Gain Model 600 is surely the optimum method of increasing power and range in the low
band, at much less cost.
Caution should be exercised in mobile operation. The primary power requirement on the 13.5 volt
DC supply will require an extra duty power source. Transmitting at short intervals will permit a
standard car system (35 amps) to handle the load. However, if additional power is called for (300
watts), an extra heavy duty alternator and battery will be required. Approximately 60 amps will be
drawn from the battery in this operating condition. Wire size #4 is the minimum to use on
the primary wiring if high power is intended.

See other side
for accessories.
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Model 601 AC base power supply
The matching AC base power supply for the Model
600 linear Amplifier. Specifically designed for
optimum, efficient operation with the 600, this AC
power supply is quality engineered to Hy-Gain pro-
fessional standards. The Model 601 will give years
of service under demanding conditions. 115V AC
60 cycle

Model 602 DC mobile power supply
For rugged mobility and service-free operation, the
Hy-Gain Model 602 DC power supply is your best
investment. Designed to mate with the Hy-Gain
Model 600 linear Amplifier. The Model 602 pro-
vides a steady, reliable supply of power. Precision
engineered to exacting Hy-Gain professional
standards, the Model 602 will stand up under severe
operating conditions. 13.5V DC

Model 494 mobile mounting bracket
Designed to give the Model 600 stable, rugged sup-
port under all conditions. The Hy-Gain Model 494
mobile mounting bracket installs quickly and easily,
with a minimum of effort. This mounting is sturdy,
practical and makes a professional-looking instal-
lation.


